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20
21

CHAIR MATEO:

(Gavel.)

Members, good morning.

The

22

meeting of the Water Resources Committee is now

23

called to order; October 15th, 2003.

24

record, present with us this morning Members

25

Carroll, Hokama, Kane, Molina, Nishiki,
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1

Excused this morning is Member Tavares and Johnson.

2
3

Staff, we have no one signed up to testify
this morning?

4

MS. FRIAS:

5

CHAIR MATEO:

6

No, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.

Then at this point, if there's

no objections, we will close public testimony.

7

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

8

CHAIR MATEO:

No objections.

Thank you.
Members, we have two items on the agenda for

9

10

today, WR-8, Dedication of Waterline Easements for

11

the Kihei Commercial Center Subdivision, and WR-9,

12

Department of Water Supply's Corrosion Control

13

Program for the Upcountry Water System.

14

time we're going to take up WR-8, and I would like

15

to ask Corp. Counsel to provide us --

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR MATEO:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

CHAIR MATEO:

20

ITEM NO.6:

23

Is it 6 or 8, Mr. Chair?

Excuse me.

6.

I'm sorry.

I'm sorry.
DEDICATION OF WATERLINE EASEMENTS FOR THE
KIHEI COMMERCIAL CENTER SUBDIVISION (C.C.
No. 03-237)

21
22

At this

CHAIR MATEO:

And we can get the Corp. Counsel to provide

us with the overview.

24

MR. KUSHI:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

25

CHAIR MATEO:

WR-8 is the --

I'm sorry, WR -- It's WR-6, dedication of
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1
2

the waterline easement.
MR. KUSHI:

Right.

Is the resolution proposing that this

3

body accept various easements in conjunction with

4

the commercial subdivision entitled Kihei Commercial

5

Center Subdivision.

6

transmittal dated September 9th to the Council is a

7

resolution.

8

separate easements.

9

Attached to the Department's

It has attached to the resolution eight

We have here today Mr. Myles Fujinaka, who's

10

an engineer from the Water Department, and we've

11

asked him to for your information briefly summarize

12

each of those easements and their purposes and their

13

location.

14

I believe staff has sent out to you a

15

highlighted sheet which describes the project.

16

So, Myles, if you may.

17

?:

18

MR. KUSHI:

19

(Inaudible.)
Right.

Solely with the -- concerning the

waterline easements.

20

MR. FUJINAKA:

21

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

The subdivision

Excuse me.

Mr. Kushi, perhaps, instead of

22

like just going into the overview with -- with

23

Myles, Members, should there be specific questions

24

that you may have regarding the easement, then we

25

can ask Myles to respond to them at that time.
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1

Unless there is an interest in going through each of

2

the easements at this point.
Mr. Hokama.

3

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I think the Committee made it clear

5

that the concern was,

I -- if I recall correctly,

6

Mr. Mateo, how approvals that should be obtained

7

first were not.

8

consideration to the applicant, this is a built-out

9

subdivision and it's already constructed,

You know, because,

you know, in

it's

10

already operating and -- for a period of time.

11

Because we've all driven past this site many, many

12

times individually.

13

correctly, Chairman, is that

14

our understanding that this is supposed to be done

15

prior to getting permits.

16

concern, that we're doing this after the fact,

17

construction, it's in operation, it exists, it's not

18

going to go away, and why is it done like this?

19

CHAIR MATEO:

20

MR. KUSHI:

I think if I can recall
the concern is it is

And I think that's our
after

Corp. Counsel, could you respond?
Yes, Mr. Chair.

I don't believe this is a

21

built-out, existing subdivision.

These easements

22

are part of a new subdivision.

23

existing subdivision, correct, but this is a new

24

subdivision.

25

needs to be certain public improvements; and these

It adjoins an

And as in any new subdivision, there
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1

improvements are before you in terms of waterline

2

easements, waterline installations and the property

3

that they go under.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So, Corp. Counsel, thank you for

5

that.

6

easements or road system that is asking for the

7

water is the lots that have -- are yet to be

8

developed, then?

9

MR. KUSHI:

So all the property that abuts the yellow

Is that an appropriate assumption?

Mr. Chair -- and, Myles, please correct me if

10

I'm wrong, but on your sketch here,

11

the Piilani Highway, there's the road that goes

12

into

13

with lot 1-B-1, 1-B-2, et cetera.

14

stops at the dead-end on the right, Huku Li'i

15

Place

if you locate

- And all of these lots, I believe, start off
And it kind of

Which is an existing roadway, Myles?
So you can see the differences in the

16
17

subdivision itself.

18

Well, on the bottom right-hand corner of the plat

19

map,

20

through 1-B-6, if you -

it says, Subdivision of Lot 1-B into Lots 1-B-l

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

MR.

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

KUSHI:

All the lots are entitled

if you follow me.

Yeah.

Yeah.
So those are the lots to be

24

developed, the 1-Bs, dash 1, 2, 3,

4, 5,

25

rest the assumption is -- or can we get it verified
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1

that that's the already built-out portion?

2
3
4
5
6

Mr. Fujinaka, is that -- would that be
correct?

MR. FUJINAKA:

When you say rest, you're talking about the

ones to the north?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7

system.

8

MR. FUJINAKA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

10
11
12

Yeah.

To the Ohukai portion of the road

Those are existing subdivided lots.
Okay.

And all those have already

received appropriate approvals?
MR. FUJINAKA:

Yes.

That's a -- subdivision has been

completed for some time now.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

CHAIR MATEO:

15

Okay.

I'm done, Chairman.

Thank you.
Members, any additional questions regarding

16

the easements that we could have Myles respond to or

17

Corp. Counsel?

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19
20
21
22
23

Mr. Kane.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The access road off of Piilani Highway, that
road is, what, approved by the State, Mr. Kushi?
MR. KUSHI:

Mr. Chair, Member Kane, I don't know.

That's

a Public Works issue.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That's right.

Okay.

However, this

24

is considered, although it doesn't -- you have

25

highlighted it and it's marked lot 1-B-7 and we're
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1

talking about,

2

through 1-B-6, but you have highlighted.

3

role of this highlighted lot 1-B-7 in this

4

application?

5

MR. KUSHI:

Yes.

I guess, the subdivision of 1-B-1
What's the

The road, the lot 1 B-7 is one of the

6

easements that a waterline goes through.

7

technical question about access to and from the

8

highway or State DOT permission is not Public --

9

Water Department doesn't look at that.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

The

The highlighted portion behind -- I

11

guess that's another -- I don't know if that's

12

another road.

13

highlighted yellow that is adjacent to lot 2, which

14

is the largest lot on the bottom right-hand --

15

excuse me, bottom left-hand side.

16

what,

17

the end of that road or whatever that is, that

18

easement?

19

Off of Ohukai, the long stretch of

That easement is,

connecting on to Ohukai and it connects out to

MR. FUJINAKA:

That's a roadway that they can also access

20

these lots from and there is a waterline going down

21

that road.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

CHAIR MATEO:

24
25

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Kane.
Members, any additional questions?

Hokama.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Just one.

I'm just curious.

What

2

does Fire -- does Fire Department require anything

3

out of this consideration?

4

MR. FUJINAKA:

Like-

I don't know what the Fire Department's

5

requirements were, but fire protection improvements

6

for this subdivision were installed to comply with

7

the Water Department's rules.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Which would be what, Mr.

Fujinaka?

A hydrant every so many feet?

10

MR. FUJINAKA:

Yeah, hydrants every 250 feet.

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So much water -- so much flow,

12

calculation flows and all of that requirements, that

13

comes from you?

14

MR. FUJINAKA:

Yes.

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

16

CHAIR MATEO:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR MATEO:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
Chair.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Yeah.

Kind of confused here.

20

Looking at this drawing in the folder, we do have an

21

existing easement for -- Is that a waterline

22

easement?

23

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

Can you use your microphone?

24

Cannot hear.

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I'm sorry.

I'm looking at one
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1

of the maps in the

2

existing easement for.

3

easement?

4

MR. KUSHI:

5

- in the folder.

It indicates

Is that a waterline

Member Pontanilla, what -- what map are you

looking at in the folder?

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I'm sorry.

7

MR. KUSHI:

2?

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

To Exhibit 1?

1 of

It's Exhibit A.

2 of 2.

I'm sorry.

The page right after 2 of 2.

10

MR. KUSHI:

Okay. Exhibit 2.

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

And Exhibit A to Exhibit 2?

Well, it's Exhibit A and

12

This map doesn't have it -- I guess it's part of

13

Exhibit A, the third page.

14

MR. KUSHI:

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

for --

20

Is Exhibit A described as easement No.3?

Oh, yeah, get how many maps.

folder.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

front.

24

?:

25

MR. FUJINAKA:

Lot 1-B-7.

It's in the beginning, Mr. Chair,

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

Let's see.

Yeah.

Front of the -- the

It's the 7th -- the 8th page from the

And the third page of that map.

(Inaudible.)
Okay.

That easement is not on our map.
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1

It's probably some other kind of easement, not a

2

waterline easement.

3

1-B-7.

4

is over that whole lot.

It looks like it's within lot

This easement that we're getting right now

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

6

MR. FUJINAKA:

Yeah.

Over the whole lot?

Lot 1-B-7 is a roadway lot, so the

7

easement we're getting now is over that whole

8

roadway lot.

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Oh, okay.

Okay.

So lot 1-B-7,

10

looking at this map here, it's going to end up 44

11

feet wide.

12

as a roadway?

13

roadway.

14

MR. FUJINAKA:

Do we know if we're going to accept that
Right now it's private, private

It's a private road.

And because it's

15

going to remain private, we need to obtain an

16

easement over the whole roadway.

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Oh, okay.

So it won't be

turned overt then?

19

MR. FUJINAKA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR MATEO:

22

No.
Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Members, any additional questions?

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Recommendation.

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chairman.

25

CHAIR MATEO:

Mr. Hokama.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Did we request you to communicate

2

with Public Works regarding this and have they

3

responded to you?

4

CHAIR MATEO:

Mr. Hokama, at this particular point in time

5

the Chair did not feel it important at this

6

particular time to respond to or communicate with

7

Public Works because the item that is before us

8

specifically deals with water-related issues and the

9

concerns that was brought up was non water-related.

10

So this is why the Chair has chosen to bring the

11

subject matter back up in today's meeting.

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

13

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

I understand your ruling.

However, Mr. Hokama, should -- should there

14

be an interest to, you know, pursue with specific

15

questions, then, you know, you're welcome to provide

16

the inquiry to staff and we wil

17

Works on your behalf.

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19

Chairman.

20
21
22

CHAIR MATEO:

route it to Public

I'll deal with them directly,

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
I'm sorry.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Mr. Nishiki.
Yeah, Junior,

so this subdivision

23

will still have to come through Public Works, yeah,

24

and for approval by the Council

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Microphone, Wayne.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

MR. KUSHI:

in regards to the roadways?

Mr. Chair, Member Nishiki,

I'm not certain.

3

If it's going to be private roadways,

4

believe it comes to the Council for dedication.

5

Where this is at in terms of the Public Works

6

subdivision process, we -- I can't answer you at

7

this point.

8
9

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Council.
CHAIR MATEO:

That's all right.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.

Mr. Molina.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

14

CHAIR MATEO:

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Well, you know what --

I'm sorry.
The representative is here, isn't

he?

17

CHAIR MATEO:

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR MATEO:

20

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

21

CHAIR MATEO:

22

I think because the roadway

entering Piilani was the concern raised by the

12

16

Yeah.

down?

Yes, he is.

The consultant.

Can we ask them questions?

Members, any objections
No objections.

Any objections to bringing Mr. Munekiyo
Thank you.

23

Mike, can you come on down.

24

And, Members,

25

I don't

just a reminder, be sure your

questions are relative to water issues.
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Good morning.
MR. MUNEKIYO:

Good morning, Mr. Chair.

Good morning,

3

Members.

4

subdivider.

5

questions that Committee members may have.

6

My name is Mike Munekiyo on behalf of the
And I'd be happy to answer any

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

You heard, Michael, about

7

the water issue in regards to this subdivision here.

8

This water issue is one concern.

9

completed after this water issue is done?

10

MR. MUNEKIYO:

Is the subdivision

Council Member, the subdivision has been

11

granted final approval by the Public Works

12

Department.

It was a bonded final subdivision.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

14

MR. MUNEKIYO:

Meaning?

So that means a bond was posted

15

guaranteeing performance of construction of

16

subdivision improvements, and on that basis the

17

final subdivision was approved by the Department.

18

And since that time all of the improvements, of

19

course, have been completed by the subdivider.

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

CHAIR MATEO:

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

23

CHAIR MATEO:

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

Thank you.

Any additional questions, Members?
Just one.

Mr. Hokama.
Mike, thanks for being here.

That

connection that you're asking for a water -- water
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1

easement on that connects to Piilani, is that a

2

State requirement that your client is fulfilling?

3

MR. MUNEKIYO:

The--

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And -- or my question was, was it

5

like Fire saying -- Fire Department saying we need

6

another access in case we need to respond --

7

MR. MUNEKIYO:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

Piilani?

10

MR. MUNEKIYO:

Right.
-- so we want another connector to

I'm not sure what the genesis or

11

requirement for that access was, but I believe that

12

there was an access permitted along Piilani at that

13

location.

14

right turn in, right turn out only.

15

granted approval by the Department of

16

Transportation.

17

of access to the large lot prior to subdivision, but

18

I'm not sure if it was for emergency access purposes

19

or not.

20

to the individual parcels rather than any specific

21

other purposes.

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And it was -- it's a limited access,
And which was

And I believe it was for purposes

I'm just assuming it's basically for access

But that

- When you say limited

23

access, that wouldn't be the primary entry point,

24

right, to their -- to the lot?

25

of Ohukai?

They would come off
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1

MR. MUNEKIYO:

Yeah.

There are actually two ways to

- lots In this subdivision; one via

2

access the lot

3

Ohukai through Huku Li'i Place and then there are

4

access easements which connect to that Manalo Kala

5

Street, which is that segment which connects to

6

Piilani Highway.

7

the two lots, let's see, lot I-B-4 and the adjacent

8

lot.

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

There are access easements through

So, Mike, whatever is in yellow in

10

the diagram provided us is the road system which is

11

the access which is where Department of Water will

12

have wate

13

MR. MUNEKIYO:

ines running through the subdivision?
I don't have the -- that graphic in front

14

of me, but that is correct.

15

do traverse the areas highlighted in yellow.

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17

MR. MUNEKIYO:

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

The waterline easements

So they follow the road?

Yeah.
Okay.

Thank you.

I know your

19

client may be ful

20

Mike, but you know how we feel about more

21

connections to Piilani that impedes flow,

22

share that, please.

23

MR. MUNEKIYO:

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

CHAIR MATEO:

lling a condition or requirement,

so just

Uh-huh.
Thank you.

Thank you, Mr.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
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Members, any additional questions?

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

CHAIR MATEO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Just one.

Mr. Pontanilla.
Yeah.

This is for Mike.

On

5

Huku Li'i Place, this is a 12 inch waterline that

6

extends -- As far as the design of this waterline,

7

couldn't it corne from Huku Li'i

8

from Piilani Highway?

9

MR. MUNEKIYO:

ace rather than

I think the way the waterline was designed

10

in connection with the original subdivision, the

11

first subdivision that Mr. Fujinaka referred to,

12

there is a loop system which goes down Huku Li'i

13

Place and it extends further on down along that

14

yellow highlight area and then it heads mauka and

15

connects to an existing waterline in Kahakulani

16

Place.

17

with the previous subdivision a loop 12-inch system,

18

and so what was done here is to -

19

to create the easements to accommodate the

20

waterlines for this subdivision.

So there was in place already in connection

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

22

CHAIR MATEO:

I'm sorry, yeah,

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.

23

Members, any additional questions?

24

Mr. Munekiyo, thank you -- thank you very

25

much.
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Hearing no further questions, Members, the

2

Chair would like to entertain a motion to recommend

3

adoption of the proposed resolution and the filing

4

of this.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

CHAIR MATEO:

So moved.
Second.

It's been moved and second.

Moved by Member

8

Kane, second by Mr. Molina.

9

Hearing none, Members, all in favor say aye.

10

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

11

CHAIR MATEO:

12

VOTE: AYES:

14
15
16
17

NOES:
EXC. :
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Aye.

Opposed?

13

Any discussion?

Thank you very much, Members.

Councilmembers Carroll, Hokama, Kane,
Molina, Nishiki, Pontanilla, and Chair
Mateo.
None.
Councilmember Johnson and Vice-Chair
Tavares.
None.
None.
ADOPTION of proposed resolution and
FILING of communication.

18

ITEM NO.9:

DEPARTMENT OF WATER SUPPLY'S CORROSION
CONTROL PROGRAM FOR THE UPCOUNTRY WATER
SYSTEM (C.C. No. 03-68)

19
20

21

CHAIR MATEO:

Moving on to the second item on the agenda,

22

WR-9, Department of Water Supply's Corrosion Control

23

Program For the Upcountry Water System.

24

the Committee is in receipt of County Communication

25

03-68 from Councilmember Molina relating to the

Members,
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1

Corrosion Control Program of the Upcountry Water

2

System.

3

provide us with an update on this.

4

their recent meeting they have had

5

regarding the same -- the same issue.

6
7
8
9

The Chair has asked the Department to
And in light of
held Upcountry

And at this time I would like to ask Director
Tengan to provide us with the information.
MR. TENGAN:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

with us Ms. Jacky Takakura.

This morning we have
She's the Department's

10

Administrative Officer.

11

coordinating the efforts of the Department in

12

dealing with this issue in Upcountry.

13

responsible for getting the community together,

14

making contacts with the Department of Health and

15

with EPA officials and also with the consultant,

16

who's a professor at the University of -- Virginia?

17

20

She's been

Virginia Tech.
And so without going any further,

18
19

And she's been kind of

I would

like to have Jacky go over her presentation.
MS. TAKAKURA:

21

Thank you.
Good morning, everyone.

22

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

23

MS. TAKAKURA:

Good morning.

I handed out a -- two pages, and I'm going

24

to be following along on the first page.

25

a chronology of events.

It's just

The second page is the
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1

agenda that we used at our last commun

2

which was on October 1st.

y meeting,

3

This all started way back in 1986 when then

4

President Reagan outlawed the use of lead in water

5

plumbing.

6

years to actually get their acts together, start

7

enforcing it, so the law really went into effect in

8

1988.

9

lead solder at hardware stores, but licensed

That law was in 1986 and states had two

Now,

keep in mind, you -- you can still buy

10

plumbers do not use lead solder, but horne plumbers

11

may do that.

12

in plumbing.

So there can still be lead solder used

In 1991 the EPA passed the Lead and Copper

13
14

Rule,

15

certain number of samples.

16

number of samples is determined by the population in

17

your particular area.

18

more than 15 parts per billion or 15 micrograms per

19

liter of lead in the water coming out of their home

20

faucet.

21

90 of them have to be below 15.

22

than that -- if more than this 90th percentile

23

exceed this number, then you trigger the action

24

level.

25

and what this says is you have to take a
And these samples -- the

And only so many can have

So, for example, if you take 100 samples,
If you've got less

And the purpose of the rule is we all know
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1

that lead can cause permanent damage in children;

2

their brain development,

3

deficit disorder, hyperactivity, aggressive

4

behavior, high blood pressure.

5

unchecked,

6

that's the purpose of this rule.

7

relate the amount of lead in water to the amount of

8

lead that can be found in children's blood.

9

a certain equation that they can use.

10

kidney disorders, attention

And if left

it can cause permanent damage.

Okay.

So

And they can

There's

Although they do say that only about 20

11

percent of a child's total intake of lead would come

12

from drinking water.

13

other things like paint chips.

14

I was talking to who did find a high level of lead

15

in a child said it was because of the plates they

16

were eating off of, you know, that high lead paint

17

can get into children's food,

18

the EPA wanted to make sure that the lead was not

19

coming through the water into people's bodies, and

20

so that's why they passed this rule.

21

A lot of it would come from
Or one pediatrician

too.

But, anyways,

The samples that we have to use to measure

22

are homes built after 1982 that have lead solder or

23

lead pipes.

24

with lead solder or lead pipes.

25

came into effect, we had to go and look through all

Okay.

So they could have copper pipes
So when this rule
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1

the building permit records and ask these

2

homeowners,

3

what this means is every six months or so they take

4

water samples.

5

house.

6

has been sitting all night, they fill up the bottles

7

and put them outside.

8

and collect them.

9

that water.

10

Now,

11

are you willing to participate.

Because

We deliver their bottles to their

First thing in the morning, after the water

And then our lab staff corne

And then we measure the lead in

if a water system exceeds that 15 parts

per billion, the EPA allows four different things:
One is treatment, like the use of a chemical,

12
13

and that's what they call corrosion control

14

treatment.

15

The other option is to change their water

16

source.

17

option, say,

18

using the water system -

19

have, which can go from -- anywhere from 4 million

20

gallons a day to 12 million gallons a day,

21

new sources for that, which you can imagine would be

22

pretty expensive and not very feasible.

23

So if we were to consider that as an
for Upcountry, that would mean not
the water sources that we

to find

The third option is lead service line

24

replacement.

A service line is the pipe that comes

25

from the Department of Water Supply's distribution
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1

line, the one that runs along the street, to the

2

home.

3

of that would be owned probably by the municipal

4

water supplier, and then the other part would be

5

owned by the homeowner.

6

Most of our pipe is copper or Driscoll.

7

have lead pipes.

8

the East Coast, like in Boston or other older

9

cities.

10

In between that is the water meter.

So part

That's not an issue here.
We don't

So that's more an issue like on

The fourth option is public education, but

11

that can only be done in conjunction with one of the

12

other three or with the other three.

13

Notice on here water filters are not

14

acceptable.

15

as a solution.

16

person moves and they don't tell the next homeowner,

17

you know,

18

without knowing it.

19

Okay.

The EPA does not consider that

And the reasoning being is that if a

that person could be ingesting lead

Keep in mind, though, that the lead is found

20

in people's homes and it's only when the water has

21

been sitting overnight or all day when the person is

22

at work that lead can get into the water.

23

water has been running for a while, when it's

24

flushed,

25

When the

there wouldn't be any lead in the water.

Since this rule came into effect, we have
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1

been trying different things like soda ash and lime

2

to try to adjust the pH to comply with this Lead and

3

Copper Rule.

4

any kind of chemicals.

5

because the characteristics of the water.

6

know, we use surface water that's collected from the

7

ditch system in the intakes, and that water being

8

it's not rain -- it's not from the groundwater, so

9

it doesn't have those natural minerals.

We didn't want to have to resort to
That wasn't very successful
As you

It has a

10

low alkalinity and a low pH, which makes it somewhat

11

corrosive.

12

do have the lead in their homes, and so that

13

combination is why we have this problem here.

14

And there's those homes out there that

So in February of 2001 the Safe Drinking

15

Water Branch of the Department of Health said you

16

must use a phosphate.

17

phosphate-treated water.

18

this by June of 2001.

19

different kinds of phosphates there are.

20

orthophosphates and polyphosphates and all these

21

different kind of manufacturers that have them.

22

we chose Calgon C-9, which is zinc -- zinc chloride

23

and phosphorous, phospho

24
25

All homes must receive the
And we were required to do

So we looked at all the
There's

And

c acid.

We began using that in June 2001 and we used
it until April of 2003.

And that did work.
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1

reduced the lead levels, so it brought us into

2

compliance.

3

started coming in late 2002.

4

they're getting a rash when they take a shower or

5

breathing problems or burning eyes.

6

of that, we stopped using it and we switched to

7

phosphoric acid which does not have zinc in it.

8

that was in April.

9

million.

But as you know,

reports of reactions
People were saying

And so because

And

Using it at 1.1 parts per

And the residual out in the water

10

system -- Because we do check it, some of the

11

hydrants and the community centers for how much

12

orthophosphate is in the water -- it's about 0.3

13

milligrams per liter or parts per million.

14

And we did take tests recently in August to

15

check for lead in people's homes, and the phosphoric

16

acid brought us in compliance in the Makawao and the

17

Lower Kula systems.

18

pass.

19

reactions and breathing reactions, they have

20

decreased, but they do continue.

21

away completely.

22

as I had mentioned, we have been having the

23

community meetings.

24

October 1st.

25

January.

The Upper Kula system did not

The reports of skin reactions and eye

They haven't gone

So that's where we are now.

We had one in July.

We had one

The next one will probably be in
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1

The other things that we're doing is we're

2

looking more at our water quality because a question

3

still remains, what is causing this problem?

4

the water, or could it be something else?

5

don't have that answer yet.

6

doing more testing.

7

nitrites and nitrates in the water, which is

8

something we only check at the source.

9

check for these things out in the water system.

10

Is it

Okay.

We

So we're going to be

We're going to be looking for

We don't

We're also going to be doing this GC/MS

11

testing, which is gas chromatography mass

12

spectrometry testing.

13

the water

14

gasify everything that's left.

15

on a spectrum, and they can see the things that peak

16

and identify what it is.

17

things that we don't know is in the water.

18

we do check for everything regulated, which are

19

several hundred different things, but there's always

20

other things out there.

21

there's something in the water that, you know, we're

22

not aware of.

23

And what it does is it -- in

They remove the water and then they
And then they put it

And so it might show us
I mean,

So that should tell us if

We're going to continue to work with the Maui

24

District Health Office because, I mean, obviously

25

we're not the medical experts.

But Dr. Lorrin Pang
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1

has been very helpful in us -- with us -- working

2

with us on that.

3

testing and he's also looking at doing some lab

4

tests.

5

of California, San Francisco School of Dermatology.

6

Because the patch test will look to see if a person

7

has an allergic reaction.

8

if the water is causing irritant reaction, which are

9

two different things.

10

He's looking into the patch

And that would probably be out of University

But the lab test can show

We're also working with him to provide -- to

11

have this what we call an alternate water test.

12

what we did was we met with him and we said, well,

13

why don't we see if providing water without

14

phosphate makes a difference?

15

is get filtered chlorinated water, but before the

16

phosphate is added.

17

reactions to come to a certain place and get this

18

water.

19

know, enough for rinsing or whatever they want.

20

to see if it makes a difference.

21

working to see who would participate in this,

22

because he's deciding who would be in this or not.

23

And ideally it would be people who have

24

photographable reactions so we can take pictures

25

before they start using this water and then after to

And

And so what we can do

And allows people who have

And they can get as much as they need, you
And

Right now he's
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1

see if there's a difference.

2

would have a list of maybe 30 people probably by the

3

end of this month, and then we would make this water

4

available for about two months to them and see what

5

happens.

6

We expect that he

We're also looking at our flushing program.

7

I don't know if you're aware of that.

8

at the dead-end lines we run the hydrants, because

9

that water can stagnant.

What we do is

As Mr. Munekiyo had

10

mentioned earlier, like in Kihei, they developed

11

that loop and that's so that the water doesn't just

12

sit in the pipe.

13

primarily an agricultural system and not kind of

14

developed for all the homes that are up there now.

15

And so there's a lot of lines, pipelines that just

16

end instead of forming the loop like you would see

17

like out -- what they have done in, you know, that

18

Kihei subdivision.

19

at those dead-end lines.

20

look at the list of homes that did have the high

21

lead and maybe start flushing more in those areas

22

and see if that can help solve the problem.

23

And Upcountry, as you know, it was

And so we do flush the hydrants
What we're going to do is

So that's where we are now.

And as I

said,

24

our next community meeting will probably be in

25

January.

So any questions?
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CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

2
3
4

Members, any questions for the Department?
Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thanks for giving us this update.

5

I appreciate, for one.

6

that you mentioned failed, what kind of numbers in

7

households are we talking about, Jacky, please, your

8

best estimate?

9

MS. TAKAKURA:

On the Upper Kula system

Yeah, I have the results.

10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

11

MS. TAKAKURA:

You know.

Well, for Upper Kula, the 90th percentile

12

was 41 parts per billion.

13

here.

14

I can count the numbers

I just -- See what we have.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15

what --

16

MS. TAKAKURA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

48 samples.

48 samples.

And that's like,

Homes.
-- one percent of homes up there?

18

I'm just trying to understand how many homes are

19

being affected by this upper system failure, you

20

know?

21

MS. TAKAKURA:

Yeah, big or small number.

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

23

MS. TAKAKURA:

A thousand homes or 400 homes?

Well, when I had looked at the US census

24

data -- And this is for the entire Upcountry system

25

because it's all by zip code and Lower and Upper
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1

Kula being the same zip code, but I just looked at

2

the entire system.

3

of that, about 3,000 or so were built between 1980

4

and 1989 or so.

5

percentage, 3,000 out of, say, 12,000, so maybe a

6

fourth that may have the problem.

7

would be only, you know, a small percentage of that.

8

Because, as I had said,

9

samples -- I can count here, but I need a minute.

10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

11

MS. TAKAKURA:

There's about 11,600 homes, and

So it would probably be that

you know, out of these 48

Okay.

George the accountant can count them and

12

figure out -- that out for you.

13

to you on that one.

14

yes.

15

And of that, it

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And we'll get back

But it would be a small number,

Okay.

You know, it's -- You know,

16

for me, it's just how I can -- my brain can work to

17

get some perspective and scale.

18

know, are we dealing with 400 families or homes or

19

4,000 homes.

20

MS. TAKAKURA:

So I know if -- you

There's about 10 out of these 48 that

21

exceeded that 15 parts per billion.

22

Upper Kula system we have about 2,000 services.

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And in the

Let me ask you or our director,

24

does this in any way help you reprioritize your pipe

25

replacement program that you have budgeted or
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received funding for?
MR. TENGAN:

Not really, because as Jacky mentioned, most

3

of the problems are not within our systems.

4

within the --

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

6

MR. TENGAN:

It's

Right.

-- individual homes that contain either lead

7

solder, brass fittings which may leach out lead --

8

So, you know, the problem isn't with our systems,

9

it's in the individual homes.

10

CHAIR MATEO:

Mr. Hokama.

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

No, that's -- that was good to

12

know, that, you know, the system itself has

13

integrity of delivery of safe drinking water.

14

that is my primary concern, Chairman, thank you.

15
16
17

CHAIR MATEO:

So

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
Mr. Nishiki, followed by Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Jacky,

I'm glad you're

18

dealing with the individuals.

19

because now you're dealing with individuals that are

20

willing to participate, how many of these

21

individuals actually drink the water compared to

22

just shower?

23

type of stats; one that is doing it internally

24

compared to just showering externally?

25

generate more information whether it's from internal

Are there

I'm just curious

Are you able to get those

And thereby
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2

use or external use.
MS. TAKAKURA:

Yeah.

Most people say that their reactions

3

come about when in contact with the water.

4

haven't had too much regarding drinking it.

5

that's the hard part, is all the medical studies

6

regarding phosphate have all been ingestion.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

MS. TAKAKURA:

9

effects.

I
See,

Right.

There's not much information on dermal
But, you know, over half of all water

10

utilities in the country have to use some sort of

11

phosphate to comply with this rule.

12

the -- probably the simplest compound you can have

13

because it's just phosphate H3 P04.

14

polyphosphate soup that you can find in other -- you

15

know, that's out there.

16

cities.

17

used in so many places, it seems to be all right.

18

And this is

It's not this

It's used in several big

Just by the anecdotal evidence that it's

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And those -- I don't know how

19

mean,

Department of Health is probably -- under Mr.

20

Pang is probably looking at those homes where those

21

individuals are being affected.

22

participating in maybe changing their

23

MS.

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

TAKAKURA:

Are they

Their lead?
Redoing it, yeah, redoing their

lines.
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MS. TAKAKURA:

Yeah.

Right now what Dr.

Pang is working

2

on is just anyone who has reactions regardless of

3

what kind of plumbing they have.

4

a group formed,

5

come up with a plan to try to get customers to

6

change the lead in their homes, yes.

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

But there has been

the Upcountry Water Ohana, that has

And,

finally,

from those that were

8

originally affected and when you did make that

9

phosphate change, did anything change there?

Or

10

when you did make that phosphate change, were there

11

new people that came out with -- saying that I got

12

an itch or whatever?

13

MS. TAKAKURA:

Yeah.

In April when we did the switch to

14

not using the zinc, we also had extra trucks out

15

there flushing to get the water changed quicker.

16

And I waited a couple of weeks and started calling

17

the people I had on the list, and most of them did

18

report improvements.

19

anecdotal evidence or third-party reports that

20

things got better, but got worse, although I myself

21

have not been receiving so many of those calls.

22

I -- I have a couple of new cases here and there,

23

but I don't know if they're directly related

24

because, for example, some of them are out in

25

Ulumalu, which is on Kapakalua well water.

Since then I'm hearing
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

MS. TAKAKURA:

3

So different

you know,

it could be

different things.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

5

CHAIR MATEO:

I'm done.

Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.
Mr. Kane.

6

7

Right.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Could we ask Ms. Takakura to give

8

maybe a little bit more background on why -- why the

9

Upcountry water system is creating a lead leaching

10

problem in the first place?

11

background on -- on the nature of Upcountry water

12

because it's surface water and get into some of that

13

just to get a -- even a better understanding of why

14

we even have this situation in the first place.

15

CHAIR MATEO:

16
17

Maybe just some

Thank you, Mr. Kane.
Jacky.

MS. TAKAKURA:

In fact, when this rule came about back in

18

1991, everybody thought, oh, this isn't going to be

19

even an issue for Hawaii because almost all water

20

systems use groundwater from the wells.

21

groundwater like, you know, here in Central Maui has

22

the natural minerals in it.

23

wash your car here, you have to wipe it down or

24

you'll get that film.

25

you don't have to wipe your car down because there's

And

And that's why when you

But when you're Upcountry,
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no -- nothing in the water.

2

basically, that,

3

Maui Watershed and through the intakes in the ditch.

4

And that water has -- like I said, it has a low

5

alkalinity and a low pH.

6

It's just rainwater,

you know, we collect from the East

When the water is treated at the treatment

7

plant, we balance that.

8

ash or lime, depending on which treatment plant,

9

bring the water to about 7, which is neutral in

We do add things like soda

10

terms of PH.

11

up.

12

that can change, and that's

13

what's causing the problem.

to

But, you know, we do have to bring it

But out in the distribution system, you know,

14

CHAIR MATEO:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

- that seems to be

Mr. Kane.
More specifically, because there's

16

because the water is acidic and because it's low

17

phosphorous, so it's the opposite, it's high in

18

acid, and is that what's causing the leaching of the

19

places where there's lead in the pipes?

20

that acidity is what's creating the lead

21

contamination --

22

MS. TAKAKURA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

water?

25

MS.

TAKAKURA:

Correct.

Yeah.

And that

Correct.
the lead contamination in the

And then there's no minerals to form
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that natural eggshell coating --

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

MS. TAKAKURA:

4
5

Yes.

-- that you see in other places like here,

yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

Thank you.

Mr. Chair, whenever it was appropriate for

7

you,

8

knowledge of what the federal funding for that

9

testing is about.

10
11
12

I can provide just some update on -- from our

appropriate.
CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

It will be -- yeah, we'll be

doing it in a few minutes.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR MATEO:

15
16

But whenever you feel that's

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Molina.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good morning, Jacky.

17

Off your website on

18

lead and phosphates it mentions here about bottled

19

water and the issue of phosphates there.

20

Water Department or the Department of Health mandate

21

or require retailers who sell bottled water to

22

indicate if there's phosphates in those waters as

23

well?

24
25

MS. TAKAKURA:

Can the

Bottled water is a food product and it's

regulated by the FDA, not by the Department of
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Health, so they have no say over that.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

MS. TAKAKURA:

Jurisdiction.

And, yeah, bottled water is all voluntary

4

standards, so it's up to the bottler.

5

they're getting their water from a municipality that

6

has phosphate in the water, then,

7

could be in the bottled water, too.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

And if

yeah, you -- it

And I bring this up because

in light of this issue Upcountry, more and more

10

people -- just because Upcountry water system has

11

been brought -- been given so much publicity,

12

there's a tendency for more people to go out and

13

buy --

14

MS. TAKAKURA:

Yes.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

-- bottled drinking water.

But as

16

it is, the water Upcountry is fine to drink out of

17

the tap?

18
19

MS. TAKAKURA:

It's as safe as American science can make

it.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

CHAIR MATEO:

22
23

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Any -- Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

In your -- In the beginning of your

24

presentation you had the options allowed if a water

25

system exceeds the action level.

And is it true
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that even if

2

you bring it to within compliance, the 90th

3

percentile, that that doesn't take away the trigger?

4

That basically as written the Lead and Copper Rule

5

mandates it indefinitely, even if you bring it in --

6

to within compliance?

7

MS. TAKAKURA:

once you're triggered, that even if

Is that true?

That's something that we have been debating

8

with the Safe Drinking Water Branch about.

9

haven't really given us a set answer, can we ever

10

And they

stop or is it a lifetime sentence.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

MS. TAKAKURA:

Uh-huh.

Ideally and what the plan is is that once

13

the water system comes into compliance, we can

14

reduce the dosage of the phosphate and keep

15

monitoring until we find that balancing act where if

16

we reduce it any more, we'll go out of compliance.

17

So that is the long-term plan at this point to,

18

yeah, eventually reduce the dosage.

19

point we will -- we do intend to keep it right at

20

1.1 because, you know,

21

in August.

And then Upper Kula did not pass, so we

22

wouldn't

We do plan on reducing it, but just not

23

yet.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

But at this

like I said, we just passed

Yeah.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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Thank you.
Any additional questions?

Members,

to

3

continue the discussion, on April 4th,

4

Council had adopted a resolution entitled, Urging

5

the United States Environmental Protection Agency

6

and the Safe Drinking Water Branch of the Department

7

of Health, State of Hawaii to allow the Maui County

8

Department of Water Supply to work with the Maui

9

Upcountry community to adopt a plan to remove lead

2003 the

10

from customers' homes.

11

of this resolution, Members, The Maui News had

12

reported that Senator Daniel Inouye, who Member

13

who Chairman Kane had been in communication with,

14

had obtained funds for the program to test the water

15

in homes in Upcountry, Maui for lead contamination.

16

And with that information,

17

Chairman Kane to provide us additional update on

18

this particular item.

19
20

Subsequent to the adoption

I would like to ask

Member Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I hope it's

21

appropriate.

22

timeline or just a little bit of background that

23

lead up to that particular resolution and ultimately

24

where we're at right now.

25

I'll just provide, again, maybe a

As Ms. Takakura stated in her -- in her
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presentation, that in the latter part of last year,

2

in 2002, our office, as well as everybody else and

3

the public, was informed of health concerns of

4

residents living in the Upcountry region.

5

were told that due to the surface water of the

6

region versus groundwater, which was just explained,

7

the higher levels of lead were leaching into the

8

potable water from the plumbing and faucets of the

9

residents' homes.

10

And we

That's a distinction that was also made by

11

the Water Department.

12

that are going from the road into the residence, not

13

the water system itself that's provided by the

14

County.

15

County was mandated by the State Department of

16

Health Safe Drinking Water Branch and EPA's Lead and

17

Copper Rule to use the corrosion control techniques.

18

And so that's why we're in a situation.

19

The situation is the pipes

And due to the higher lead levels, the

We were also informed that the additives were

20

allegedly causing other health ailsment

21

due to a number of residents of the Upcountry

22

region.

23

irritation, respiratory issues.

24

office did is because we're a part of the National

25

Association of Counties, the Hawaii State

And it talked about the rash,

- ailments

skin

So what we did,
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Association of Counties, which we're a member of, my

2

office decided to consider this issue along with one

3

other issue as a primary issue to take forward to

4

our congressional leaders in Washington,

5

D.C.

And so we went ahead, our office went ahead

6

and prepared documents,

7

George and the Department along with Jacky and

8

various other people including Dr.

9

State Department of Health.

and working closely with

Pang from the

We also had discussions

10

with Representative Bukoski, who is the

11

representative for the area, as well as members with

12

the Upcountry community.

13

request to Senator Inouye as well as the other

14

Hawaii delegates, Senator Akaka and Congress Members

15

Case and Abercrombie.

16

the main issue that we brought forth to them was the

17

leaching, the lead leaching into the drinking water

18

in the Upcountry region of Maui.

19

And we put together a

And, again, the main -- And

We also visited -- I had the opportunity to

20

visit with a man by the name of Mark Flory, and he's

21

a representative of EPA and the Office of

22

Congressional Intergovernmental Relations.

23

helped to provide some insight how EPA functions.

24

And it's important to understand that -- I felt I

25

got a lot of information out of that meeting because
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1

he provided us with,

2

the State Drinking Water guys function and how --

3

you know, the cooperative levels that we need to

4

I guess when we encounter dealing with them, how

5

best to deal with these folks.

6

interesting meeting.

7

I guess, how the EPA as well as

So that was an

Anyway, as you stated, Mr. Chair, on April

8

4th this body considered and passed a resolution and

9

you have read the title already of that.

Now,

10

following the adoption of the resolution, we did

11

forward that resolution up to our congressional team

12

and, again,

13

funding to assist us in addressing these lead water

14

problems.

specifically to request federal

15

I would also like to note that we have met

16

with Lorraine Shin, and she's the director of the

17

USDA Department of Ag over on the Big Island

18

regarding grants and federal loans to remove dangers

19

of lead from the plumbing and faucets.

20

continued discussions with Ms. Shin's office to see

21

if there's other avenues besides federal funds

22

through our Hawaii congressional delegation.

And we're in

23

Recently, as you have mentioned, Mr. Chair,

24

we were notified that the US Senate Appropriations

25

Committee had approved a half a million dollars,
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1

$500,000, for a program that would provide for

2

testing of homeowners' plumbing and for the removing

3

sources

4

contamination.

5

for voluntary blood testing for lead in children in

6

the region and educational materials on lead

7

contamination.

8
9

excuse me, for removing sources of lead
And this funding would also provide

Finally, I would just like to note that the
bill will now -- has passed through Senate

10

Appropriations Committee.

11

on to the full senate for approval and it's -- it

12

seems that it's going to have no problem there.

13

It's going to be sent to the Jo

14

Committee to correct differences between the two

15

chambers' versions of the spending plan.

16

The bill is going to move

House/Senate

And I would also like to note that once we

17

got the notice from Senator Inouye's office and he

18

did contact my office via letter communication, so

19

we went ahead and wrote to our two congressional

20

members in the house, Members Abercrombie and Case,

21

and sent them a letter asking for their continued

22

support of this issue.

23

with us that they were -- they're aware of it and

24

that they're going to be hoping to keep it at the

25

$500,000 level.

And they both communicated
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Finally, the corrected bill would be then

2

returned to each chamber for final passage, and then

3

sent to the White House for the President's

4

signature.

5

Inouye's office, it seems very likely that it's

6

going to pass through intact, and we're hoping for

7

that.

8

9

So far,

from communicating with Senator

And so our office is going to be in contact
and, Member Mateo, with your assistance on the

10

with the resolution and working closely with Ms.

11

Takakura and George as well as the rest of the

12

people that were mentioned earlier, this will go

13

hopefully a long way in dealing with some of the

14

options that are presented.

15

the -- the third and fourth option that there's

16

talked about the lead service line replacement,

17

which would be specifically at the homes once we get

18

the testing done, we identify, as well as the public

19

education.

20

going to be utilized for educational materials on

21

lead contamination.

22

And that would be

As you can see, part of this monies is

So just an update, Mr. Chair.

And this was

23

real important

24

the body that this was one of the major issues that

25

we could get a federal assistance, financial

I felt as the Chair of this -- of
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assistance.

2

response by all four members of congress at the

3

Hawaii delegation.

4

finishes up and comes to fruition.

CHAIR MATEO:

9

Thank you very much, Mr. Kane.
Members, any comments?

7

8

And so we're hoping that it

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

5

6

And we have had a real positive

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Mr. Nishiki.

Jacky, looking at where

we're headed with the testing and the changing of

10

the phosphate, and I think you're having another

11

meeting, you said, how -- the direction that we're

12

taking right now, is it being proved positive, then,

13

and those victims are reporting less irritation?

14

don't know how long this change has taken place and

15

now the new direction.

16

there another substitute that you would be using?

17

MS. TAKAKURA:

I

And if this doesn't work, is

The first question in terms of if -- Was

18

your first question if things were improving with

19

these people?

20

switched in April, I waited a little while, about

21

three weeks or four weeks, and then I started

22

calling them.

23

better.

24

please call me.

25

they don't call.

I believe so, because after we

And most of them said they were doing

And I told them, well, if there's a change,
And most of them said okay.
So I'm a little bit confused
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myself if what I'm hearing from other people is

2

really so,

3

don't know.

4

if things are getting worse or not.

I

I am under the impression that things have

5

improved, but I'm continuing to work with Dr. Pang

6

on that.

7

he's going up to the Pukalani Community Center to

8

take pictures of anybody who's got something to

9

photograph.

And what he's doing is every other Sunday

And the first time I went there, there

10

was about four people or so.

11

mean, he's collecting names slowly, but he is

12

collecting that information.

13

So I think he's -- I

In terms of what we would do next if we

14

wanted to switch, I don't know of anything more

15

simple than just the phosphate that we could switch

16

to.

17

something with two components,

18

now we're just using one component, the phosphate

19

itself.

There's not really much more you can go

20

down to,

I think.

21

requirement by the Safe Drinking Water Branch that

22

we must use a phosphate.

23

Because prior to that we were just using

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

zinc and phosphorous;

And we're still under that

Right.

And only because at one

24

point there was a public outcry, but I don't hear

25

that anymore, but I'm just curious with those that
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you know were severely handicapped or getting sick,

2

those persons now are better?

3

MS. TAKAKURA:

Not all.

Some of them are continuing with

4

the reactions.

5

but I know they are working on a lawsuit.

6

don't know anything more than that.

And I don't know any of the details,

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8

CHAIR MATEO:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. -- Thank you.
Hi.

But I

Mr. Kane.

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

10

If I can direct your attention I

11

response letter from Dr. Fukino, our Director of

12

Health, and it's in response to a letter dated

13

January 21st,

14

wanted to note -- actually make a note first and

15

then ask a question.

16

one, two, three -- the third paragraph states that

17

they -- she references a Dr. Marc Edwards at the

18

Virginia Tech recommending the use of generic

19

orthophosphate, which it seems like that's what you

20

folks have taken into consideration and that's where

21

we have made that change in -- recently,

22

believe.

23

MS. TAKAKURA:

guess to the

'03 from Director Tengan.

And I just

In her response letter in --

in April,

Is that correct?
That's correct.

When -- This term generic

24

orthophosphate, what they actually mean is

25

orthophosphate without the zinc.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

MS. TAKAKURA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

Yeah.

Correct.
So that would be my first note, Mr.

4

Chair.

5

page of this letter, which would be in the first

6

paragraph of page 2,

7

or she's making a strong recommendation that the

8

Maui Department of Water Supply urgently hire a

9

corrosion control consultant to evaluate Maui's

And then my question is actually in the next

I guess she's requesting a --

10

Upcountry water and to review the interim measures

11

and provide with a -- the Department of Water Supply

12

with a long-term recommendation.

13

also considered this recommendation and have you

14

taken any action towards this?

15

16
17

MS. TAKAKURA:

Have you folks

We're continuing to work with Dr. Marc

Edwards of Virginia Tech on this.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Is that something that you

18

think is consistent with what her request is as far

19

as getting the interim review measures as well as

20

providing a long-term recommendation?

21

something that he's -- can consistently do in light

22

of the recommendation of Dr.

23

MS. TAKAKURA:

Yes.

Is that

Fukino?

Dr. Edwards has published several

24

books on this topic and he's one of the few experts

25

on this.

We are also working with the EPA
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1

Cincinnati

2

by the name of Mike Schock.

3

don't have to pay him.

4

two experts as much as we can at this point.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6
7

0

ce, another corrosion control expert
We like him because we

But -- So we're using those

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO:

Mr. Kane, thank you.

8

Members, any additional questions?

9

Jacky, the use of phosphate, from other

10

systems that you might know of, you know, outside of

11

Maui, are there any reports of skin irritations

12

or medical problems because of this particular

13

chemical that you're aware of?

14

MS. TAKAKURA:

None.

And it is used at Volcanos National

15

Park right on the Big Island, and I spoke to the

16

operator of that system and he's never had any

17

problem like this.

18

CHAIR MATEO:

And before we took C-9 out of the water, was

19

there a list of people who had actually filed

20

complaints identifying their concerns because of

21

rashes or skin -- other skin ailments?

22

MS. TAKAKURA:

23

CHAIR MATEO:

Yes.

I have that list.

And with the removal of C-9, that list, is

24

it still -- are you still getting the same

25

complaints from these people or has the list
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2

disappeared?
MS. TAKAKURA:

Well,

I still have the list.

And there's a

3

handful out of the 100 or so, maybe about 10 or so,

4

who are still saying that they have reactions.

5

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

And the impact on kids, how is the

6

Department, you know, looking at addressing the lead

7

impact on kids?

8

on that issue?

9

MS. TAKAKURA:

Working with Department of Health

That's correct, because they have the

10

maternal and child care nurse that is very

11

knowledgeable on this.

12

think they also have a nurse that's dedicated

13

towards lead, also.

14

newsletter to staff -- I mean to the customers

15

informing of them -- them of this, too.

16

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

And they also have the -

I

And we have sent out a

And because we know that it is the

17

Upper Kula area that the -- the lead levels were

18

higher, what is the Department doing specifically to

19

address that specific area's need?

20

MS. TAKAKURA:

Well, we're continuing with the use of the

21

phosphate and then we're going to be looking at the

22

flushing program to see -- maybe there's some areas

23

that we're not doing over there, flushing that needs

24

to be done.

25

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

So-
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MS. TAKAKURA:

2

CHAIR MATEO:

So that we're working on.
Actually,

3

Upper Kula area,

4

lead?

5

MS. TAKAKURA:

Correct.

so that particular Up Kula -- the
our system itself does not have the

We don't have lead pipes and we

6

don't use lead solder.

There are a couple of old

7

lines out there that have lead poured joints.

8

what that means is that there's the two -- it's

9

probably ductile iron or cast iron pipes, and then

And

10

there's a cloth or rope that's wrapped around it and

11

then lead is poured on top of that.

12

probably done about 50 years ago.

13

there's no contact between the water and the lead.

14

We do have some brass, you know,

15

things, and brass can have some lead, but that would

16

be, you know, very minimal.

17

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

This was
But the lead

in valves and

And how has the Department notified

18

these households that have a high concentration of

19

lead?

20

MS. TAKAKURA:

21

CHAIR MATEO:

22

MS. TAKAKURA:

23

CHAIR MATEO:

24

MS. TAKAKURA:

25

Our lab staff calls them personally.
Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Members

One more thing to add.
Okay.
People on the Upcountry water system who

are not part of this sample who want to know if they
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have lead in their water can get their water sampled

2

for free.

3

the delivery.

4

Kahului, pick up the bottles, and then drop them off

5

after they have filled them up the next morning.

6

But we'll do that test for them for free.

7

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

10

We don't do

So they have to corne to our lab in

Mr. Molina,

8

9

We do the sampling for free.

followed by Mr. Nishiki.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

It's a question really for the Water Director

11

and maybe the Corporation Counsel as well.

12

note of the second page of the handout that was

13

given to us on results of tests for metals.

14

Letter -- No.2, letter D, results of horne on

15

private water system, it indicates there was

16

findings of barium, copper, iron, manganese and

17

zinc.

18

these results have been found on a horne that's on a

19

private water system?

20

responsible?

21

barium.

22

the effects of barium are on one's system.

23

this individual who is using a private water system,

24

the County did the study that t

25

elements were found in their water, are we still in

What happens here now

Make

now that this

Is the County still

I mean, say if there's some effects of

You know, I'm not a -- I don't know what
But if

y found that these
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some ways responsible?

2

person decides not to change,

3

basically cover ourselves on this?

4

MR. TENGAN:

And,

you know,

if this

I mean, how do we

Councilmember, as far as these metals in the

5

water that's listed under item 0, those are all

6

within the standards that are allowed by EPA.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

8

MR. TENGAN:

9

MS. TAKAKURA:

So this is acceptable?

Right.
This one sample is actually past our meter.

10

They have two tanks and it serves about ten homes.

11

And we took a sample from one of the homes coming

12

off of one of the tanks.

13

different from the other six where it was just

14

straight the meter to the home.

15

concentrations are a little bit different for that

16

one private water system.

17

know that we're responsible up to the meter and this

18

is their -- you know, they

19

that they have to deal with.

20
21
22
23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And that's why it's

And that's why the

And they have -- they

this is their issue

And these individuals never

complained of irritation or anything like that?
MS. TAKAKURA:

They have complained,

yes.

That's why we

went there.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

MR. TENGAN:

Okay.

Thank you.

I might add, too, that in this particular
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1

system here, if there's more than 15 connections to

2

the system or more than 25 people being serviced by

3

the system, then they would be -- they would be

4

subject to the Safe Drinking Water Act requirements

5

and Department of Health would have authority to

6

enforce the Safe Drinking Water Act requirements on

7

the private water system, also.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

CHAIR MATEO:

10
11

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Mr. Nishiki.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

You know, I was reading, Jacky,

12

the time and events and I was looking at page 1,

13

this direction that the Water Department took was

14

because of the high lead content, and that's when

15

C-9 was chosen as the agent?

16
17
18
19

MS. TAKAKURA:

Yes.

Because the Department of Health

required us to use a phosphate.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

MS. TAKAKURA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

MS. TAKAKURA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

And at that point there was

really no one complaining about irritants?

20

24

Oh.

That's correct.
So the allergy basically was C-9?

Just circumstantially.
If you can look at it

scientifically.
MS. TAKAKURA:

Circumstantial, just the timing.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

Okay.

Yeah.

I'm done.

3

CHAIR MATEO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

5
6

7

Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you, Chair.

Regarding the Upper Kula area, is it
concentrated in one particular area or scattered?
MS. TAKAKURA:

Yeah.

We've been looking at the list of

8

streets, and it seems scattered because there will

9

be, for example, Kekaulike Highway, one is at 16 and

10

Kekaulike Highway, another one is at 39.

11

Kula Highway, one is at less than 5, another one on

12

Kula Highway is 57.

13

random.

14

were built at different times or something.

15

yeah, they're allover.

16

Or here is

So it seems to be kind of

And maybe -- you know, maybe these homes

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah.

But,

I've got a question in

17

regards to the construction of not our system, but

18

the private homeowners.

19

they tap off the feed, is there any back flow from

20

the private -- from the homeowners side back into

21

our waterline?

22
23
24
25

MS. TAKAKURA:

We provide them the feed,

Back flow is not currently required on

residential homes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So there may be some leakage

going into the main line?
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1

MS. TAKAKURA:

Well, we keep our pressure at 40 PSI or

2

higher, and so

3

shouldn't be any back flow, no.

4

rare that that would happen.

5

like -- like if a car hit a fire hydrant, that could

6

cause back flow, but I can't see it happening at a

7

regular home.

8
9

MR. TENGAN:

Well,

in most places.

So there

It would be very

It would have to be

Mr. Chair, I think new homes are being

required to put in some check valves so that -- you

10

know, to minimize any back flow that could occur.

11

Back flow would primarily occur when there is a main

12

break and a large quantity of water is being drained

13

out of the system and it might create a vacuum in

14

certain areas.

15

major fire and should the Fire Department be drawing

16

a lot of water out of the hydrants.

And another situation would be a

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR MATEO:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Chair.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane.
Can you maybe expound on why you

20

folks have a focus of houses built between 1980 and

21

1989?

22

houses built prior to that that still lead -- used

23

lead pipes, and then after that and give us a reason

24

why.

25

MR. TENGAN:

Specifically why aren't you concerned with

I think it was felt that before 1982 those
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1

homes, if they had any fixtures that contained lead,

2

would probably have leached out already.

3

took the period from 1982 up to '88, because that's

4

when -- that's the period that still remained where

5

lead solder was allowed.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And so we

And that's where you folks came up

7

with the approximate number of 3,600 or some odd

8

homes in the Upcountry area that are possibly the

9

culprit with lead in it?

10
11

Is that how you came up

with that number?
MS. TAKAKURA:

That's correct.

That's based on US census.

12

And, see, the US census has data on homes built by

13

decade, and so I couldn't find any more detailed

14

information than that.

15
16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So that's actually a high number, if

you think about it

17

MS. TAKAKURA:

Correct.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Correct.
because that includes the

19

population growth in that area?

20

houses built in the area?

21

MS. TAKAKURA:

Or, excuse me,

Is that what it is?

Well, that's for all of Upcountry, but it

22

could probably be -- you could probably use that

23

ratio specifically for Upper Kula, too.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

That's all of Upcountry

between 1980 and 1990, although you folks look at a
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2
3

period from '82 to '89 -- or '88?
MS. TAKAKURA:

Well, the Lead and Copper Rule says for

your samples homes must be built after '82.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

MS. TAKAKURA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

7

CHAIR MATEO:

Members, any additional questions?

That's the reason for that number.

Okay.

Hearing none, Members, at this time -- if

8
9

Oh, okay.

there's no objections, the Chair would like to defer

10

this item so we could continue the discussion a

11

their January meeting and their next testing cycle

12

so we could be continuously updated on this item.

13

Any objections?

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (Excused JAJ, CT).

15

ACTION:

16

CHAIR MATEO:

DEFER pending further discussion.
Thank you very much.

17

our meeting.

18

time?

20
21

Members, that's it for

Are there any announcements at this

Hearing none, Members, thank you all very

19

much and this meeting is adjourned.
ADJOURN:

er

(Gavel.)

10:17 a.m.

22
23
24

25
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